Strengthening the competitiveness in the Baltic Sea region (quality of studies and research, development of infrastructure).

Internationalisation and strengthening of KTU position in QS rankings

Review of the University’s performance appraisal process, salary and motivation system

Development of service package for business and industry (continuous education).

VISION
KAUNAS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
Multidisciplinary, internationally recognised university, promoting excellence in physical and technological sciences, creating modern knowledge and technologies.

MISSIONS
FOR PUBLIC
To be persistent, prestigious University creating cohesive society

FOR STUDENTS AND CLIENTS
To create interdisciplinary knowledge and innovative technologies in highly dynamic research, study and leisure environment

FOR EACH OTHER
To reach ambitious goals together and constantly improve with scientific and business leaders

PROPOSAL OF VALUE
INTERDISCIPLINARITY
Universality in choosing future career; Environment for diverse competences; Interdisciplinary knowledge and technologies.

INNOVATION
Futuristic ideas; New value-added technologies and solutions; Ecosystem for start-ups.

EXPERTISE
Research leaders and inspiring teachers; Involvement in development of knowledge and technologies; Turning ideas into reality; Expert opinion.

MODERN DIDACTICS
Integration of new knowledge into the study process / research-based studies; Interactive study environment; Research and business internship; Modern methods for learning and teaching; High-quality feedback.
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